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BY ROGER GARSIDE

Focus on Transnational Culture:

A MOVEMENT FOR
CHINESE CULTURAL FREEDOM

While the Chinese government makes efforts
to expand its influence abroad, individual
Chinese are forming a new overseas base to
promote the preservation of free cultural
expression.

In the last week of November 2006, in a modest hotel in central
Melbourne,Australia, some 50 Chinese held a five-day confer-
ence. Comprised of philosophers, poets, historians, a painter, a
novelist, academics, lawyers, businessmen, journalists and polit-
ical activists, they had come from NorthAmerica, Europe,Tai-
wan, Hong Kong, Singapore, New Zealand andAustralia to
launch a newmovement to promote Chinese cultural freedom.
The only non-Chinese present,1 I found myself sharing a

platform with people who had suffered decades of repression,
imprisonment and exile (both internal and external) for their
commitment to freedom and truth. It was humbling and
moving.
As I looked around the room, I took stock of the daunting

disparity between this little gathering and the mighty forces
opposed to its objective, a disparity that made the biblical con-
test between David and Goliath seem like a perfectly balanced
match.This group had no political base and no leaders of inter-
national repute, and the rejection by the PRC authorities of all
applications from mainland residents to attend the conference
seemed a stark illustration of the imbalance of forces. If the
Chinese Communist Party can coerce a multinational corpora-
tion such as Google into engaging in self-censorship, what, I
asked myself, could this movement hope to achieve?
Yet the spirit of the occasion was one of strong determina-

tion, at times sober, at times impassioned, but never faltering.
At first I was at a loss to explain this confidence, but in the days
that followed, I noted that the movement was strongly-led,
rather well-organized and confident of funding for its program
of activities. Nevertheless, these tangible factors could not fully
explain the spirit of the occasion, and in the course of the con-
ference I became aware that in the wider world, beyond these
house-keeping factors, there are powerful currents flowing
that might buoy the movement to success.
The Chinese name for the movement is the Zhongguo ziyou

wenhua yundong, which has been translated into English asThe
Chinese Liberal Culture Movement.The gathering was its “First
Annual Conference.” Launched by anAustralian NGO called
the Intellectual FreedomAssociation of China (IFAC), it is
funded, at least in part, by the International Intellectuals Fund
(IIF), of which I know nothing.
The President of IFAC and the Movement is HongbingYuan,

a 54-year-old ethnic Mongolian professor of Chinese law, who
in 1994 was briefly imprisoned in Beijing and then con-
demned to indefinite internal exile in Guizhou Province. He
sought and obtained asylum inAustralia in 2004 while on an
academic tour. ProfessorYuan’s professional, intellectual and
political credentials and vigorous, confident and determined
character suit him well for his leadership role. In the two years
since he arrived inAustralia he has published five books in
Chinese: four novels, one of which had been seized in manu-
script by the Chinese police, and one book on philosophy.2

ProfessorYuan also runs a well-designed Chinese-language
Web site, Fire of Liberty (http://fireofliberty.org), devoted to
Chinese cultural freedom.
The Movement’s philosophical declaration asserts that the

revival of Chinese culture must be based on spiritual freedom,
and the Movement’s overall aim is the creation of a “spiritual
homeland” for Chinese culture. Part of the conference was
devoted to organizing a formal structure and action program
to counter what was described as “a giant lop-sided economic
beast” whose true culture is “dying in silence.” Its strategy
involves building a Chinese cultural space that is partly physi-
cal—through publishing books, funding research and holding
conferences—and partly virtual, through the Internet and tele-
vision.
The IIF will sponsor the publication of 25 books by Chinese

liberal thinkers and independent writers in 2007, with plans
to increase this number in subsequent years and ultimately
form “the largest collection of [previously] banned books in
the recorded history of China.”The fund also plans to sponsor
annual awards for seven categories of books—fiction, poetry,
philosophy, history, jurisprudence, economics and politics—
and three more awards for outstanding contributions in the
fields of human rights, journalism and cultural achievement.
Each of these Chinese Liberal CultureAwards includes $5,000
in prize money, with additional major awards worth $50,000 P
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each presented every five years.The first awards will be
announced in October 2007.
In addition, the Movement will launch a project entitled

“Records of Chinese Prisoners of Conscience,” including pub-
lication of an annual white paper, and will launch a campaign
called “Living in the Reality of Conscience” to encourage Chi-
nese liberal intellectuals to write at least one article or in some
other way promote freedom of expression in China every year.
Most of the conference was devoted to wide-ranging pre-

sentations on the character of contemporary Chinese culture,
the role now played by intellectuals and artists, the doomed
and short-lived attempts to exercise freedom of expression
(such as the DemocracyWall movement), the phenomenon of
“underground” literature and—inevitably—the nature of the
political regime that exercises ultimate control over cultural
activity in China.
Prominent members of the Movement include the writer

Huang Xiang, whose poems denouncing Mao and totalitarian
communism electrified the public and alarmed the Politburo
in 1978, and XuWenli, co-founder of the outlawed China
Democracy Party. Both Xu and Huang suffered many years of
repression and detention before leaving China for exile in the
United States, Huang in 1997 and Xu in 2002.A philosopher
resident in Germany, ZhongWeiguang, made particularly
sophisticated contributions to the discussion.
Some of the most interesting presentations were papers

submitted by mainland scholars who had been prevented from
attending. Outstanding among these was paper by Zhou
Bingxin, a literary critic, cultural analyst and editor resident in
Beijing, who has been widely published in Hong Kong andTai-
wan as well as on the mainland. (A translation of an edited ver-
sion of his paper accompanies this article.) Zhou argues that
the cultural climate in China has been corrupted by material-
ism and consumerism, and has become cynical and philistine
(a view also voiced recently by the director of a leading Beijing
art gallery, who was quoted in a recent issue of Timemagazine
as saying: “Young artists are cranking out a commodity.”). Lis-
tening to Zhou’s paper, I became painfully aware of similarities
withWestern culture, and was not surprised when, towards
the end, Zhou did indeed criticize the influence of recentWest-
ern literature.
In the most scholarly paper presented at the conference,

ZhongWeiguang, the philosopher from Germany, argued that
China today resembles Germany under Hitler, in which the
Nazi party asserted its right to ultimate control of every area of
life while permitting widespread private ownership in the
economy.After Mao died, according to Zhong, Deng Xiaoping
simply changed a “doctrinaire totalitarianism” into “oppor-
tunistic totalitarianism,” and his successors have continued to
assert the right of the party to ultimate control of every aspect
of society—political, economic, cultural and spiritual.The
most spectacular demonstration of that was the June 4, 1989,
Tiananmen Massacre, but Zhong described the CCP’s attack on
the Falun Gong spiritual movement as no less brutal than June
4th, simply executed piecemeal over a longer period of time.
Like Zhou Bingxin, Zhong lamented the abandonment by

China’s intellectuals of their traditional role of conscience of

Hong Kong Literary Conference
Also Hit by Official Interference

BY STACY MOSHER

The conference by the Chinese Liberal Culture Move-
ment was not the only major gathering of Chinese writ-
ers outside of China in recent months.At the beginning
of February, International PEN hosted anAsia and Pacific
Regional Conference in Hong Kong with the support of
Hong Kong Chinese-speaking PEN, Sydney PEN and
Independent Chinese PEN.
Centered on the theme “Writers in the Chinese

World:A Literary Exchange,” the dialogue on literature
and free expression drew writers from Hong Kong,Tai-
wan and a dozen overseas countries, as well as mainland
China.As with theAustralian conference, however, the
Hong Kong conference was marred by the involuntary
absence of more than 20 mainland writers who were
either intimidated or denied exit permits by the Chinese
authorities.
According to International PEN, one writer, Qin

Geng, had his permit rescinded, and two others, Zan
Aizong and Zhao Dagong, were stopped at the border
and prevented from leaving the mainland. Other writers
prevented from attending included Liu Xiaobo, one of
China’s most famous dissidents and chairman of Chi-
nese Independent PEN; ZhangYihe, whose recent book
about Chinese opera stars was suppressed on the main-
land, raising a public uproar; and Ding Zilin, spokes-
woman of theTiananmen Mothers.
During the Hong Kong conference, Independent

Chinese PEN presented Ding Zilin and ZanAizong with
awards in absentia: Ding with the FreedomAward for
her book Searching for theVictims of June 4th, and Zan with
the Lin ZhaoAward, presented to young writers who
represent the quest for truth and freedom.
Fifteen mainland writers did manage to attend the

conference, including GaoYu, who in 2006 was pre-
sented with the Courage in JournalismAward by the
InternationalWomen’s Media Foundation;Yu Zhang,
general secretary of the Independent Chinese PEN Cen-
tre; andYu Jie, a young essayist who attracted a large fol-
lowing on the mainland, but whose writings can no
longer be published there.
At the conference,Yu Jie said the situation for writers

and journalists has deteriorated since Hu Jintao became
China’s president. He said that he is constantly moni-
tored by police, but that his fame has protected him
from arrest.Yu observed that the authorities seldom
control writers directly, but rather control and threaten
editors and publishers.Yu’s own recent books have been
published in Hong Kong.
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the nation.As he sees it, China’s cultural problems over the last
half century are not rooted in traditional Chinese culture, but
in China’s intellectuals choosing the wrong kind ofWestern-
ization—totalitarianism instead of liberalism.
Reflecting later on Zhong’s presentation, I was struck by the

limitations of political terminology to accurately describe the
different types of regime.The terms totalitarian, authoritarian,
absolutist, autocratic and democratic are crude descriptions
that allow for huge variations and can easily be misused as
tools of propaganda, but they are still essential for grasping the
true nature of a regime.Without engaging in further debate, I
will comment in passing that while China under Mao was
totalitarian to a degree that post-Mao China is not, I see no
other term that comes closer to describing the latter.Authori-
tarian? Singapore is authoritarian, but its citizens enjoy human
rights of which mainland Chinese can only dream.Absolutist,
like the France of Louis XIV, who said “l’état, c’est moi” (“The
state? I am the state!”)?The advance of technology has given
the Communist Party of China far greater power to impose its
will throughout the land than the Sun King ever wielded.
Highlights of the conference were broadcast to North

America,Asia, Europe andAustralia, by NewYork-based New
Tang DynastyTelevision. Fire of Libertywebcasts made the entire
proceedings available live to viewers around the world, but
presumably the Chinese authorities blocked the site on the
mainland. Chinese editions of The EpochTimes also carried daily
reports from a correspondent at the conference.3

Given the character of the Movement, it was remarkable
that more than 200 mainland intellectuals had the courage to
sign its draft Declaration.As it happened, by late November,
three of those who had been invited to attend the conference
had been arrested: the rights defense lawyer Gao Zhisheng, the
artistYan Zhengxue and the poet Li Hong.The first person to
sign the declaration, Lin Mu, a rights defender and former sec-
retary of CPC General Secretary HuYaobang, died suddenly in
October. I should stress that these arrests (and death) have not
been linked to support for the Movement.
So, howmuch of an impact should we expect the Movement

to actually make? Given its emphasis on book-publishing, the
quality and character of the Movement’s books will be of criti-
cal importance. In this context it is worth noting that the prize
money of $50,000 for the quinquennial awards is greater than
that for any other literary award open to single books in a lan-
guage other than English or Japanese.The Movement’s strategy
will also be greatly helped by those forms of electronic com-
munication that make possible much of the activity of organi-
zations such as Human Rights in China and its publications
China Rights Forum and HuaXiaBao, and make it impossible for the
Chinese authorities to completely block readership of books
they would like to ban.As the conference and this magazine
make clear, people on the mainland are also prepared to dis-
seminate articles through e-mail and the Internet, within the
bounds of what they anticipate they can get away with under
the ever-variable limits imposed by the Chinese authorities.
Just as intellectuals on the mainland are not cut off from the

outside world as once they would have been, those who live in
exile are not as isolated from China now as in the days before

the Internet. No system, however ruthless and well organized,
can control flows of information as effectively as in the pre-
electronic age.The Movement is clearly determined to make
these trends work to its advantage, and as its conference
demonstrated, to take advantage of cheap air travel to bring
exiled intellectuals together.

The potential impact of this Movement
depends on currents running in China and
abroad

Beyond the possibilities offered by modern communica-
tions, the potential impact of this Movement depends on cur-
rents running in China and abroad with which readers of this
magazine are familiar.Within China we observe on the one
hand the growing readiness of the powerless to engage in mass
protests against the actions of the powerful, the mass phenom-
enon of people engaging in religious and spiritual activity that
is not officially sanctioned, and the heroic persistence of a few
individuals (academics, lawyers, writers and others) to assert a
measure of free expression despite oppression; and on the
other hand, the Communist Party’s loss of faith in its own
ideology, and its consequent reliance on material incentives
applied through ill-regulated and distorted markets, corrup-
tion and terror.Abroad, the increase in China’s economic
power is accompanied by growing recognition of the regime’s
corruption and its refusal to engage in political reform, and
greater fears for the implosion of its financial system.
By the end of its FirstAnnual Conference, this Movement had

firmly taken its place alongside other organizations that cam-
paign for freedom and human rights in China. Now it remains
to be seen how far it will develop a distinctive role and identity
through its focus on culture;whether it can attract higher profile
intellectuals and artists from among the Chinese Diaspora and
maintain the funding necessary for its activities; and finally
whether it will further open its doors to non-Chinese who may
have contributions to make and insights to gain.
The refusal of this small gathering to be daunted by the

massive obstacles in its path can best be explained by a shared
sense that they are using their freedom to articulate what mil-
lions of their compatriots cannot yet say. In the context of a
struggle between freedom and oppression, truth and lies,
integrity and corruption, words and deeds take on an immeas-
urable power. I witnessed in that small gathering in Melbourne
a deep conviction that it was carrying the future in its womb.

NOTES
1. The organizers paid the expenses of all attendees.

2. AVoice of America interview withYuan was published in a previous

issue of China Rights Forum, alongside an exceprt from his novel. SeeYuan

Hongbing, “Tribulations ofYouth,” China Rights Forum, No.4, 2006;

“Interview withYuan Hongbing,” China Rights Forum, No. 4, 2006.

3. Papers and reports from the conference can be accessed on the Fire of

LibertyWeb Site, http://fireofliberty.org/category.asp?categoryid=5,

and on the English and ChineseWeb sites of The EpochTimes, http://

epochtimes. com and http://en.enepochtimes.com.
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